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CIT 3153: OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING I 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 2021                       TIME: 2 HOURS 

INSTRUCTIONS: Answer Question ONE and any other TWO questions. 
 
QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS)  

a) State three advantages of using functions in a program   (3marks) 
b) Define the following terms as used in computer programming   (3marks) 

i. Keyboard 
ii.  Encapsulation 
iii.  Return type 

c) Differentiate between the following terms as used in programming   (6marks) 
i. Compile time polymorphism and run time polymorphism 

ii.  Simple data type an structured data type 
iii.  Super class and sub class 

d) Explain the purpose of the following in C++ programming    (6marks) 
i. Scope resolution operator 

ii.  Access specifier 
iii.  Comment 

e) Write the syntax for declaring the following in C++ programming  (4marks) 
i. A two dimensional array 

ii.  A derived class 
f) With the aid of a well labeled diagram, explain the differences between multiple 

inheritance and hierarchical inheritance      (4marks) 
g) Outline the structure of a a C++ program     (4marks) 

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain the following concepts as used in object oriented programming(4marks) 

i. Function over riding  

ii.  Inline function 
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b) With the aid of an appropriate example explain operator overloading(4marks) 

c) Write a C++ code that declares a class called todayclass, with private integers x,y,z 

and two protected functions inputclass and outputclass.  The create and object called 

myclass          (6marks) 

d) Using case structure, write a C++ program to accept a user’s choice representing the 

various data offers and display the corresponding bundle, and assign the associated 

cost to a variable named charges, based on the choice entered. The applicable choices 

and corresponding data bundle offers are summarized below.  (6marks) 

Choice Bundle type 

1 Ksh.99 500MB 

2 Ksh.50 150MB 

3 Ksh.20 50MB 

4 Ksh.10 15MB 

5 Ksh.5 7MB 

0 Exit application 

 

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) State three restrictions that apply when using Constructors (3marks) 
b) Declare a class called myclass with private members a and b, and a display function 

called display that outputs “am displaying”.  Also define a constructors that outputs 
“am a default constructor” and s destructor that outputs “am a destructor”(5marks) 

c) Using arrays write a C++ program that finds the sum of two matrices that are 2 by 2
          (7marks) 

d) The formula for calculating simple interest is given below, using classes write a C++ 
program to determine the principle when the rate, time and interest is given (5marks) 
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QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain four purposes of inheritance/ Describe four benefits of embracing inheritance 
as a good software engineering practice      (4marks) 

b) Write C++ statements to do the following  
i. Open the file me.dat using the variable outfile   (2marks) 

ii.  Write the values of the variable day, distance and speed in the rile mel.dat.
         (2marks) 

c) Demonstrate a void function through an examples code   (4marks) 
d) Write a C++ program that declares two integer variables represented by x and y.  The 

program should prompt the user to enter values for x and y.  If the value assigned to x 
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is equal to zero or greater than zero and the value assigned to y is less than five or 
equal to five, the program should add the two values and display the resultant value 
through variable z.  Otherwise the program should display the words “Criteria not 
met”.           (8marks) 

QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a) Mercy is a programming student.  She attempted to demonstrate the concept of 
function overloading by declaring the following two functions.  However the complier 
threw an error.  Explain the error she made and help her correct it.  (3marks) 

Int test(int a){} 
Double test(int b){} 

b) Explain three access modifiers used in Object Oriented Programming  (6marks) 
c) Write a C++ program that is terminated by a sentinel 4.  The program should prompt 

the user to enter any value from 0 to 10.  When the value 4 is entered the program 
terminates         (5marks) 

d) The figure below shows the playground of a certain institution. Using a class for each 
of the parts labeled A and B.  write a C program to calculate the total area covered by 
the playground         (6marks) 


